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1) Knowings of governance: transitions directionality betrayed?

Sustainability through ‘cascading’ innovations: Transitions, 
a hopeful ‘knowing of governance’ (representations of governance 

challenges, responses, processes and actors) (Voß & Freeman 2016)

But is transition directionality accounted for? Transitions 
are not racetracks. (Stirling 2011)

Governance is not just about accelerating & directing. 
Neither is it about developing roadmaps and pathways ‘in 
the right direction’ (Stirling 2023)

(How) is society learning about directionality?-> studying 
emerging knowings-of-governance: ‘ecological 
modernization’ (Hajer 1995), ‘energy citizenship’ (Devine-Wright 2007), 
‘exnovation’ (Pel et al. 2022) ‘eco-shaming’ (vandenHole et al. 2023)



1) Transitions directionality: ‘the digital transition’ 

New ‘knowings-of-governance’ – ‘la transition numérique’: 

• Indicating development of digital tools, innovation ecosystems, industry 
4.0 and 5.0. A transition that one initiates, accelerates, contributes to, 
coordinates, similar to energy, mobility, circular economy transition.

• But also indicating developments to adapt to: Digital divide, vulnerable 
groups, job losses, demands on the ‘worker of the future’. A transition 
happening to us, similar to demographic transition or globalisation.  

Does the ‘digital transition’ amount to a ‘syntax error’?

Somewhat contradictory concept: Obscuring directionality? 

Or informing directionality-conscious knowings-of-
governance?

Critical-explorative approach. No unmasking of misleading 
discourse, but disclosing nuances of paradox (Pel et al. 2023).



2) Emergent/Purposive transitions 

Is the ‘digital transition’ something that one does, or 
something that one is confronted with? 

Is ‘transitions’ framing obscuring directionality involved, 
naturalising ideas of digital instruments, mobilising 
resources, overcoming barriers and accelerating? 

-> early transitions governance thinking: 

• Transitions as Complex Adaptive Systems dynamics

• Transitions governance as reflexive governance (Rip 2006;
Walker & Shove 2007)

• ‘Transition management’ as ‘modulation’ of CAS dynamics
and ongoing innovations (Kemp et al. 2007)

• Transitions as emergent/purposive: Spectrum “…from
emergent, hardly coordinated and highly aggregated
transitions, such as the internet revolution, to teleological,
highly coordinated and slightly aggregated transitions, such
as the transition from coal to gas”. (Rotmans 2005:16)

Typology of transitions (Rotmans 2005: 16) 



3) Analysis: ‘transition numérique’ discourse   

Critical Discourse Analysis: Which hegemonic Ideological-
Discursive Formations have emerged? Which alternative 
representations? (Fairclough 2013: 30-31)

Hypothesis: ‘digital transition’ discourse naturalizes 
imaginaries of purposive transition

Functionalist understandings (digital tools) appeal to common-
sense; actively promoted by developers and enthusiastic users. 

Empirically informed theorisation: 
• Media analysis ‘le Soir’: 127 articles (November 2022 - January 2015)

• Academic scholarship + grey literature ‘digital transition’

• Purposive/emergent distinction as basic coding 





4) Preliminary conclusions    

‘knowings of governance’: dimensions Purposive transition Emergent transition

Transitions compared with Energy transition Globalisation, demographic

Focus Targeted Dispersed

Strategic orientation Action Reaction

Control Intended consequences Unintended consequences

Focal actors Initiators & frontrunners Followers & laggards

Knowledge of process Prediction & projection Uncertainty

Role of technology Instruments Autonomous context factors

Transitions dynamics foregrounded Niches and regimes Landscape

Table 1 Knowings of Governance: purposive/emergent ‘digital transition’
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When Deep Blue beat Garry Kasparov (11/05/1997) with a ‘speculative’ knight sacrifice…

(Kasparov became one of the ‘digital transition frontrunners’ in computer-aided opening preparation…) 
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